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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator configures wired access control for Aruba
Remote APs (RAPs) located in the company's branch offices with
these specifications:
Some RAP Ethernet ports are set up as trunk ports
The RAP Ethernet ports are connected to a user's phone, and the
data port on the phone is connected
to the user's PC
The phone traffic is tagged and the PC traffic is untagged on
these trunk ports
The administrator defines the Ethernet port as untrusted, but

the phone VLAN as trusted
The administrator defines a global AAA profile for the phone
traffic on the tagged VLAN
How do the RAPs process the phone traffic?
A. Apply the global profile to the phone traffic
B. Drop all the phone traffic
C. Allow all the phone traffic
D. Apply the AAA profile to the phone traffic
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which component of HPE OneView provides Information about
temperature and CPU utilization for managed resources?
A. insight online (IO)
B. metric streaming message bus (MSMB)
C. integrated lights out (iLO)
D. state change message bus (SCMB)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What pattern is NOT contained in a Camel Exchange Message?
Response:
A. In Message
B. Exchange ID
C. Exception
D. Runtime node information
Answer: D
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